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Game Description 
(for Players)

Catch the Golden Egg in Chicken Drop™, the cluster pay videoslot 
played on a 7×7 grid, where colossal Golden Eggs hit randomly on the 
reels, turning all the symbols they land on into the same matching 
one! Enjoy the Free Spins, during which the chicken drops a Golden 
Egg after every tumble, bringing you closer to that big win!
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Theme:   
Chicken , Egg

Player Demographic:  
All

Player Skill Level:  
All

Reels:  
7
 
Symbols:  
11

Paylines:  
20

Progressive:  
No

Wild Symbol:  
Yes

Paid Scatter:  
Yes

Free Spins feature:  
Yes

Game ID:  
vs20chickdrop

Default RTP:  
96.50%

Bet Multiplier 
20
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Egg Feature
During tumbling there is a chance that in the 
desolated spaces a Size upgrade and/or a Mult 
upgrade can land.

The Mult upgrade symbol is only able to be landed 
once the first Size upgrade has landed. Note that this 
can happen in the same cascade.

Size upgrades will start from 2x2 and grow by 1 height 
and width with every upgrade. Max of 6x6.

Mult upgrades will start from 1x and go up to 10x.

The game collects all the upgrades and save them 
then tumbles the upgrades away. This will trigger 
another tumbling and more possible upgrades.

Once there are no upgrades on screen or clustered 
symbols the Egg will come into the game if there has 
been a size upgrade. A square with size collected 
appears on window (located randomly) with 
replacing all the symbols in the square by a single 
random regular symbol.

Once on screen it will pay  
as a regular cluster of symbols  
and have the multiplier applied  
to any wins. It can link up with other symbols  
on screen.

The game will tumble and can land extra upgrades. 
Every time a new upgrade lands, the egg will appear 
again and the cycle will continue.
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Free Spins

4, 5 or 6 Scatters award 10, 15 or 20 Free Games

Landing 3 or more during Free Games will trigger +5 
FG

The rules are the same in FG except the first spin 
starts from 2x2 already and the upgrades carry over 
to the next spin (they do not reset)

A new symbol and space are chosen every spin.

Buy Feature

Player may be allowed to buy  
Free Spins during Base Game.

Feature enabled:

By default, Buy Feature is enabled.

If feature price is out of total bet limits, then it is not 
allowed to buy the feature.

If total bet limits are not configured in the bet scale, 
then buy feature is disabled.

Feature price is 100 x bet per regular spin.

Feature buy will produce a screen with 4, 5 or 6 
Scatters (selected by chance)
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Contact us for more info: sales@pragmaticplay.com

THANK YOU!


